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CCCP FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSCCCP FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSCCCP FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONSCCCP FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS    

All commercial & industrial customersAll commercial & industrial customersAll commercial & industrial customersAll commercial & industrial customers    are required to install and maintain a Reduced Pressure Detector are required to install and maintain a Reduced Pressure Detector are required to install and maintain a Reduced Pressure Detector are required to install and maintain a Reduced Pressure Detector 
Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly  (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2) inches or Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly  (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2) inches or Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly  (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2) inches or Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly  (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2) inches or 
smaller.smaller.smaller.smaller.    

The only exceptions are commercial & industrial customers who have existing backflow prevention devices The only exceptions are commercial & industrial customers who have existing backflow prevention devices The only exceptions are commercial & industrial customers who have existing backflow prevention devices The only exceptions are commercial & industrial customers who have existing backflow prevention devices 
installed on their premises that meet minimum FDEP requirements (i.e. Double Check Valve Assemblies, Air installed on their premises that meet minimum FDEP requirements (i.e. Double Check Valve Assemblies, Air installed on their premises that meet minimum FDEP requirements (i.e. Double Check Valve Assemblies, Air installed on their premises that meet minimum FDEP requirements (i.e. Double Check Valve Assemblies, Air 
Gaps etc…) These customers Gaps etc…) These customers Gaps etc…) These customers Gaps etc…) These customers will notwill notwill notwill not    be requiredbe requiredbe requiredbe required    to remove and replace with a Reduced Pressure Assembly. to remove and replace with a Reduced Pressure Assembly. to remove and replace with a Reduced Pressure Assembly. to remove and replace with a Reduced Pressure Assembly.     

Any new device installed on a commercial or industrial Any new device installed on a commercial or industrial Any new device installed on a commercial or industrial Any new device installed on a commercial or industrial premisespremisespremisespremises    must be a Reduced Pressure Detector must be a Reduced Pressure Detector must be a Reduced Pressure Detector must be a Reduced Pressure Detector 
Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2)Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2)Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2)Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2)    inches or inches or inches or inches or 
smaller. NO EXCEPTIONSsmaller. NO EXCEPTIONSsmaller. NO EXCEPTIONSsmaller. NO EXCEPTIONS    

ALL FGUA related CCCP DOCUMENTS CAN BE OBTAINED AT ALL FGUA related CCCP DOCUMENTS CAN BE OBTAINED AT ALL FGUA related CCCP DOCUMENTS CAN BE OBTAINED AT ALL FGUA related CCCP DOCUMENTS CAN BE OBTAINED AT 
http://www.fgua.com/Crosshttp://www.fgua.com/Crosshttp://www.fgua.com/Crosshttp://www.fgua.com/Cross----ConnectionConnectionConnectionConnection----ControlControlControlControl    

    

1. What is a Cross Connection? 
2.  What is Cross Connection Control? 
3.  What is Backflow? 
4. What is back pressure backflow? 
5.  What is back siphonage? 
6.  Why do water suppliers need to control cross-connections and protect their public water systems 

against backflow? 
7.  How can backflow be prevented? 
8.  How often do I have to have my backflow assembly tested? 
9.  Why do backflow preventers have to be tested at least once annually? 
10.  Does the backflow prevention assembly protect my entire facility? 
11.  How much will the inspections/maintenance cost? 
12.  What types of Commercial and Industrial properties are required to install a backflow prevention 

device? 
13.  What kind of backflow prevention is required at my Commercial or Industrial business? 
14.  Must I have my backflow prevention assembly inspected? 
15.  Where should a backflow prevention assembly be located? 
16.  Why are irrigation systems considered to be hazardous to the water system? 
17.  What if I do not get my backflow assembly tested or fail to have an improperly working backflow 

assembly repaired or replaced? 
18.  What happens if my backflow assembly fails the test? 
19.  Who is responsible for installing a backflow prevention device? 
20.  I am a tenant. Am I responsible for the installation of a backflow prevention device? 
21.  What do I do with my test report? 
22.  Will I need to install more than one backflow prevention device? 
23.  Will I receive notification when to perform my test? 
24.  What if I don’t receive a letter? 
25.  How do I schedule testing for my backflow prevention device? 
26.  How do I install a backflow prevention device? 
27.  Whose Responsibility is it to pay for the testing, maintenance or installation of a backflow prevention 

device? 
28.  Common Backflow Prevention Devices 
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1.1.1.1. What is a Cross Connection?What is a Cross Connection?What is a Cross Connection?What is a Cross Connection?    

Any physical or potential connection between a potable water supply and a hazardous material or one 
of questionable quality.  

2. What is Cross Connection Control?What is Cross Connection Control?What is Cross Connection Control?What is Cross Connection Control? 

Cross connection control is simply a program that is designed to take the safeguards necessary to 
protect one of the worlds’ most essential assets..... water. Only through education and the combined 
cooperation of the public and the water purveyor, can we ensure a safe supply of drinking water. 

3.3.3.3. What is Backflow?What is Backflow?What is Backflow?What is Backflow?    

Backflow is the undesirable reversal of flow of non-potable water or other substances through a cross-
connection and into the piping of a public water system or consumer's potable water system. There 
are two types of backflow--back pressure and back siphonage. 

4.4.4.4. What is back pressure backflow?What is back pressure backflow?What is back pressure backflow?What is back pressure backflow?    

Back pressure backflow is backflow caused by a downstream pressure that is greater than the 
upstream or supply pressure in a public water system or consumer's potable water system. Back 
pressure (i.e., downstream pressure that is greater than the potable water supply pressure) can result 
from an increase in downstream pressure, a reduction in the potable water supply pressure, or a 
combination of both. Increases in downstream pressure can be created by pumps, temperature 
increases in boilers, etc. Reductions in potable water supply pressure occur whenever the amount of 
water being used exceeds that amount of water being supplied, such as during water line flushing, 
firefighting, or breaks in water mains. 

5.5.5.5. What is back siphonage?What is back siphonage?What is back siphonage?What is back siphonage?    

Back siphonage is backflow caused by a negative pressure (i.e., a vacuum or partial vacuum) in a 
public water system or consumer's potable water system. The effect is similar to drinking water 
through a straw. Back siphonage can occur when there is a stoppage of water supply due to nearby 
firefighting, a break in a water main, etc. 

6.6.6.6. Why do water suppliers need to control crossWhy do water suppliers need to control crossWhy do water suppliers need to control crossWhy do water suppliers need to control cross----connections and protect their public water systems connections and protect their public water systems connections and protect their public water systems connections and protect their public water systems 
against backflow?against backflow?against backflow?against backflow?    

Backflow into a public water system can pollute or contaminate the potable water in that system (i.e., 
backflow into a public water system can make the water in that system unusable or unsafe to drink), 
and each water supplier has a responsibility to provide water that is usable and safe to drink under all 
foreseeable circumstances. Furthermore, consumers generally have absolute faith that water 
delivered to them through a public water system is always safe to drink. For these reasons, each water 
supplier must take reasonable precautions to protect its public water system against backflow. 

7.7.7.7. How can bHow can bHow can bHow can backflow be prevented?ackflow be prevented?ackflow be prevented?ackflow be prevented?    

By installing an FGUA approved backflow preventer. A backflow preventer is a means or mechanism to 
prevent backflow.  

8. How often do I have to have my backflow assembly tested?How often do I have to have my backflow assembly tested?How often do I have to have my backflow assembly tested?How often do I have to have my backflow assembly tested? 
They must be tested at least annually. Backflow assemblies are mechanical assemblies and as such 
they are subject to fail, which is why the FGUA requires that they be tested at least once a year.  In 
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addition, newly installed backflow assemblies and backflow assemblies that are repaired or relocated 
must also be tested.  

    

9.9.9.9. Why do backflow preventers have to be tested at least once annually?Why do backflow preventers have to be tested at least once annually?Why do backflow preventers have to be tested at least once annually?Why do backflow preventers have to be tested at least once annually?    

Mechanical backflow preventers have internal seals, springs, and moving parts that are subject to 
fouling, wear, or fatigue. Also, mechanical backflow preventers and air gaps can be bypassed. 
Therefore, all backflow preventers have to be tested periodically to ensure that they are functioning 
properly. The devices have to be tested by a certified backflow technician. 

10.10.10.10. Does Does Does Does the backflow prevention assembly protect my entire facility?the backflow prevention assembly protect my entire facility?the backflow prevention assembly protect my entire facility?the backflow prevention assembly protect my entire facility?    
 

No. The required backflow prevention assembly provides containment and it protects the public water 
system from hazards in your facility. Cross-connections in your own plumbing may allow contaminants 
to backflow from hazardous processes to drinking water taps in your building. Backflow prevention 
applied within a facility to protect drinking water plumbing from process plumbing is called isolation.  

 
11. How much will the inspections/maintenanHow much will the inspections/maintenanHow much will the inspections/maintenanHow much will the inspections/maintenance cost?ce cost?ce cost?ce cost? 

Currently the prices we have been quoted are averaging from $30 to $200. We also understand that 
group pricing, whether through a neighborhood or homeowners association is an option that may 
lower your annual testing cost. Combining the test with other irrigation system maintenance may also 
net a savings for the homeowner.  

FGUA does not endorse, guarantee, or warranty any work performed by the testing contractors. All 
interactions between customers and contractors are private transactions between these two entities. 

12. What types of Commercial and Industrial properties are required to install a backflow prevention What types of Commercial and Industrial properties are required to install a backflow prevention What types of Commercial and Industrial properties are required to install a backflow prevention What types of Commercial and Industrial properties are required to install a backflow prevention 

device?device?device?device? 
Per FGUA’s Cross Connection Control Policy all Commercial and Industrial properties are required to 
install and maintain a backflow prevention device. 

13.13.13.13. What kind of backflow prevention is required at my Commercial or Industrial business?What kind of backflow prevention is required at my Commercial or Industrial business?What kind of backflow prevention is required at my Commercial or Industrial business?What kind of backflow prevention is required at my Commercial or Industrial business?    
Under FGUA’s Cross Connection Control Policy All commercial & industrial customers are required to 
install and maintain a Reduced Pressure Detector Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle 
Assembly  (aka RPZ) if the service line is two (2) inches or smaller. 

The only exceptions are commercial & industrial customers who have existing backflow prevention 
devices installed on their premises that meet minimum FDEP requirements (i.e. Double Check Valve 
Assemblies, Air Gaps etc…) These customers will not be required to remove and replace with a 
Reduced Pressure Assembly.  

Any new device installed on a commercial or industrial premises must be a Reduced Pressure 
Detector Assembly (RPDA); or a Reduced Pressure Principle Assembly (aka RPZ) if the service line is 
two (2) inches or smaller. NO EXCEPTIONS 

14.14.14.14. Must I have my backflow prevention assembly inspected?Must I have my backflow prevention assembly inspected?Must I have my backflow prevention assembly inspected?Must I have my backflow prevention assembly inspected?    
Yes. To ensure the device is functioning properly, a certified tester must test it at least annually. For 
new facilities, the assembly must be tested when installed. If the tester finds the assembly is not 
working, you must arrange to have it repaired and tested again. It is your responsibility to pay for the 
test and repairs. The tester is required to provide a copy of the test report to you and the FGUA. A list 
of certified testers & install technicians can be obtained at  

 
http://www.fgua.com/Cross-Connection-Control 
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15. Where should a backflow prevention assembly be located?Where should a backflow prevention assembly be located?Where should a backflow prevention assembly be located?Where should a backflow prevention assembly be located? 

Generally, the backflow prevention assembly must be located as close as possible to the water service 
connection, but must remain on private property. 

16. Why are irrigation systems Why are irrigation systems Why are irrigation systems Why are irrigation systems considered to be hazardous to the water system?considered to be hazardous to the water system?considered to be hazardous to the water system?considered to be hazardous to the water system? 
Irrigation systems include but are not limited to agricultural, residential, and commercial applications. 
Lawn sprinkler systems and irrigation systems are a high hazard for several reasons; sprinklers, 
bubbler outlets, emitters, and other equipment are exposed to substances such as fertilizers, fecal 
material from pets or other animals, pesticides, or other chemical and biological contaminants. 
Sprinklers may remain submerged under water after use or storms. Should the water system pressure 
suddenly decrease, such as in the case of a water main break, line flushing, or during a major fire 
involving multiple fire hydrants, these harmful substances can be back-siphoned into the water 
distribution system. They may be subject to various onsite conditions such as additional water 
supplies, chemical injection, booster pumps, and elevation changes. All of these conditions must be 
considered when determining backflow protection. Some hazards relating to irrigation systems are: 

FertilizersFertilizersFertilizersFertilizers: Ammonia salts, ammonia gas, phosphates, potassium salts. 
HerbicidesHerbicidesHerbicidesHerbicides: 2,4-D, dinitrophenol, 2,4,5-T, T-pentachlorophenol, sodium chlorate, borax, sodium 
arsenate, methyl bromide. 
PesticidesPesticidesPesticidesPesticides: TDE, BHC, lindane, TEPP, parathion, malathion, nicotine, MH, and others. 
Fecal matterFecal matterFecal matterFecal matter: Animal (domestic and non-domestic). 

17. What if I do not get my backflow assembly tested or fail to have an improperly working backflow What if I do not get my backflow assembly tested or fail to have an improperly working backflow What if I do not get my backflow assembly tested or fail to have an improperly working backflow What if I do not get my backflow assembly tested or fail to have an improperly working backflow 
assembly repaired or replaced?assembly repaired or replaced?assembly repaired or replaced?assembly repaired or replaced? 
FGUA hopes that you will share our desire to maintain a safe water distribution system. However, if you 
choose to not comply with this mandated program, you will risk a potential loss of water service until 
the device is repaired or replaced and a passing test report is provided to the FGUA.  

 
18. WhaWhaWhaWhat happens if my backflow assembly fails the test?t happens if my backflow assembly fails the test?t happens if my backflow assembly fails the test?t happens if my backflow assembly fails the test? 

If your assembly fails the test, you should make arrangements to have the assembly repaired or 
replaced as required, and retested. Testing results should be submitted to the FGUA to avoid 
discontinuance of water service.  

19.19.19.19. Who is responsible for installing a backflow prevention device?Who is responsible for installing a backflow prevention device?Who is responsible for installing a backflow prevention device?Who is responsible for installing a backflow prevention device?    

The property owners is required to install, maintain and test backflow prevention device according to 
all relevant City and State codes. Tenants are not responsible for backflow prevention devices.    

20.20.20.20. I am a tenant. Am I responsible for the installation of a backflow prevention deI am a tenant. Am I responsible for the installation of a backflow prevention deI am a tenant. Am I responsible for the installation of a backflow prevention deI am a tenant. Am I responsible for the installation of a backflow prevention device?vice?vice?vice?    

No. Property owners, not tenants, are responsible for the installation of backflow prevention devices. 
You should however forward the information to the property owner so that they can schedule for the 
install to avoid discontinuance of water service.  
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21. What do I do with my test report?What do I do with my test report?What do I do with my test report?What do I do with my test report? 
Your chosen tester should send a copy to the FGUA within 30 days of the test date. Please retain your 
copy in your records in case the contractor fails to send it to the FGUA. The test reports should be 
mailed or hand delivered to the FGUA office 

 

hand deliver or mail:  
 

Florida Governmental Utility Authority  
c/o Backflow Prevention Program 
6915 Perrine Ranch Road  
New Port Richey, FL 34655  

  
22.22.22.22. Will I need to install more than one backflow prevention device?Will I need to install more than one backflow prevention device?Will I need to install more than one backflow prevention device?Will I need to install more than one backflow prevention device?    

Every water line to the commercial or industrial property must have a backflow prevention device. If 
your property is required to have a backflow prevention device and has multiple water service lines, 
you must install a device on each line. 

23. Will I receive notification when to perform my test?Will I receive notification when to perform my test?Will I receive notification when to perform my test?Will I receive notification when to perform my test? 
Yes, we track the backflow assembly information in our data base which will generate a reminder 
letter to our customers reminding them of the annual requirement to test their device. You should 
receive a reminder letter annually.  

  
24. What if I don’t receive a letter?What if I don’t receive a letter?What if I don’t receive a letter?What if I don’t receive a letter? 

The absence of a reminder letter does not void the requirement of the annual inspection required by 
the FGUA Cross Connection Control Program.  
 

25.25.25.25. How do I schedule testing for my backflow prevention device?How do I schedule testing for my backflow prevention device?How do I schedule testing for my backflow prevention device?How do I schedule testing for my backflow prevention device?    

You must schedule testing with a certified tester at least once a year and submit the appropriate 
forms to the FGUA. All required documents including a list of certified backflow prevention device 
testers and installers can be obtained at http://www.fgua.com/Cross-Connection-Control 

In addition a list of certified testers and installers in your area can be obtained from the University of 
Florida Treeo Center at http://backflow.treeo.ufl.edu/reports.aspx 

26.26.26.26. How do I install a backflow prevention device?How do I install a backflow prevention device?How do I install a backflow prevention device?How do I install a backflow prevention device?    

The property owner is required to hire a certified backflow prevention device contractor / technician to 
install the device at their property.  

A list of certified testers / installer can be obtained at http://www.fgua.com/Cross-Connection-Control 
or http://backflow.treeo.ufl.edu/reports.aspx 

27.27.27.27. Whose ReWhose ReWhose ReWhose Responsibility is it to pay for the testing, maintenance or installation of a backflow prevention sponsibility is it to pay for the testing, maintenance or installation of a backflow prevention sponsibility is it to pay for the testing, maintenance or installation of a backflow prevention sponsibility is it to pay for the testing, maintenance or installation of a backflow prevention 
device?device?device?device?    

It is the property’s owner responsibility to pay for the testing, maintenance or installation of a backflow 
prevention device.  
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28.28.28.28. Common Backflow Common Backflow Common Backflow Common Backflow Prevention DevicesPrevention DevicesPrevention DevicesPrevention Devices    

AirAirAirAir    gapgapgapgap    

An air gap is a vertical, physical separation between the end of a water supply outlet and the flood-
level rim of a receiving vessel. This separation must be at least twice the diameter of the water supply 
outlet and never less than one inch. An air gap is considered the maximum protection available 
against back pressure backflow or back siphonage, but is not always practical and can easily be 
bypassed. 

 

Double check backflow assembly Double check backflow assembly Double check backflow assembly Double check backflow assembly     

A DC is a testable mechanical backflow preventer that consists of two independently acting, spring-
loaded check valves. It includes shutoff valves at each end of the assembly and is equipped with test 
cocks against back pressure backflow and back siphonage, but should be used only on non-health 
hazards. 

 

    

Reduced pressuReduced pressuReduced pressuReduced pressure principle backflow assembly re principle backflow assembly re principle backflow assembly re principle backflow assembly     

An RP is a testable mechanical backflow preventer that consists of two independently acting, spring-
loaded check valves with a hydraulically operating, mechanically independent, spring-loaded pressure 
differential relief valve between the check valves and below the first check valve. It includes shutoff 
valves at each end of the assembly and is equipped with test cocks. An RP is effective against back 
pressure backflow and back siphonage, and may be used on health or non-health hazards. 
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Pressure vacuum breaker assembly (PVB)Pressure vacuum breaker assembly (PVB)Pressure vacuum breaker assembly (PVB)Pressure vacuum breaker assembly (PVB)    

A PVB is a testable mechanical backflow preventer that consists of an independently acting, spring-
loaded check valve and an independently acting, spring-loaded air inlet valve on the discharge side of 
the check valve. It includes shutoff valves at each end of the assembly and is equipped with test 
cocks.  

 

Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker (AVB)Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker (AVB)Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker (AVB)Atmospheric Vacuum Breaker (AVB)    

An AVB is a non-testable mechanical backflow preventer with a gravity opening poppet air opening, 
designed to admit atmosphere into the downstream sides of the unit under a no flow condition to 
prevent back siphonage.  

 

 

 

 

  

 


